DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
than I had ever been. I had sacrificed myself in the cause of duty.
I had overdone it.
I do not know to this day how it happened. I had been working
at enormous pressure, day and night, tearing round the town from
government department to legation ^and from newspaper office to
coffee house, and writing long dispatches, and snatching hurried
meals, and racing against time betweenwhiles, sometimes until
the dawn broke, to get a book finished that events were already
overtaking, and all this under great nervous strain, and how, for
once, I had overtaxed the engine*
Anyway, there I was, at five o'clock in the afternoon, with the
evening's work ahead of me, completely out of control. I stepped
out into the February air, which gave me the finishing touch,
arid found a high sea running in the Neuer Marfct, so that the
houses rose and fell and swivelled round and I wondered des-
perately how I should get home, only to find the next moment, to
my surprise, that I was on my landing, with the door in front of
my nose, trying to find the keyhole, and thcn? by some miracle,
I had all my clothes off and was lying in a bath full of ice-cold
water thinking £I must get my head clear, what day is this* is it
night or morning, what was it that I was going to write about?*
and fixedly resolved, for some mysterious, reason, at all costs to go
to the British Legation, and I did later arrive there and a^k some
questions and about eight o'clock I was back in my rooms with
the keys of the typewriter swimming before me so that I missed
them repeatedly and tapped away on the table and then I was
in another room trying to read what I had written into the tele-
phone in a voice full of swishing sounds, like the sea breaking on
the shore.
Believe it or not, that dispatch was one of the best I ever wrote-
In those uncharted moments, soaring on wine-dark clouds, I cast
away most of the *i&* and *buts* and Veil-informed circles incline
to conjecture that* and % quarters where things are believed
it is believed* and other lifebelts of contemporary journalism and
wrote clearly and concisely what I believed, I wrote 'Austria
is finished' and somehow the sub-editor at the other end let it
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